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Magnetization processes of free- and fixed-single-crystal antiferromagnets
Z. G. Zhao, P. F. de Châtel, F. R. de Boer,a) and K. H. J. Buschow
Van der Waals-Zeeman Institute, University of Amsterdam, Valckenierstraat, 65, 1018 XE Amsterdam,
The Netherlands

A simple two-sublattice model is used to analyze the magnetization process of anisotropic
antiferromagnets atT50. The magnetization is calculated for samples free to be oriented by the
applied field~free single crystals or powders consisting of single-grain particles!. We find that the
anisotropy does not necessarily lead to a nonlinearM (B) relation, but that the magnetic isotherms
are broken into two linear sections separated by a discontinuity. The difference between the slopes
in the two regions enables a determination of the anisotropy constantK1. The results will be
discussed in relation to our findings for the ferrimagnetic case and to the behavior of oriented
antiferromagnetic crystals. ©1996 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-8979~96!00108-0#
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The study of magnetization processes in two-sublat
systems is mostly conducted with reference to rare-eart
transition-metal compounds. Such compounds are comp
of two very dissimilar sublattices. The ferrimagnetic ca
with antiferromagnetic intersublattice coupling, is relevant
the compounds formed with heavy-rear-earth eleme
These compounds have been studied extensively in re
years because of their relationship to materials used for
eral technological applications, including permanent m
nets, magneto-optical recording, and magnetoelastic tr
ducer devices.

Model calculations of the magnetization processes
two-sublattice ferrimagnets have been based on a phen
enological free-energy expression consisting of the ani
ropy energies of both sublattices, the energy of the inte
tion between the sublattices and the Zeeman energy.1 Such
analyses implicitly include the case of antiferromagnetis
where the anisotropy parameters and the magnetizatio
the two sublattices are identical. Such parameter values
ing far removed from those occurring in ferrimagnets
practical interest, this case has received little attention so
The purpose of the present paper is to reconsider the re
on ferrimagnets with this special case in mind and to po
out that the magnetization of field-oriented~or free-powder!
samples of antiferromagnets with uniaxial sublattice anis
ropy show some general features not commonly observe
ferrimagnets. Many of such antiferromagnetic rare-ea
compounds have been reported in Ref. 2.

The interest in magnetization curves of field-orient
single- crystalline samples or powders consisting of sing
crystal particles arose from the realization that such cur
may turn out to be very simple, consisting of three strai
sections. The first one of these, stretching to a first crit
field Bcr1, is horizontal at the value of the spontaneous m
netization uM12M2u. This is followed by a section wher
the magnetization is proportional to the field,M5n12

21B, the
slope being equal to the inverse of the intersublattice c
pling constant. When the magnetization reaches its satura
value M11M2 at a second critical fieldBcr2, it becomes
again independent of the field. This simple behavior has b
shown to prevail in two cases:~1! if at least one of the

a!Electronic mail: FRB@Phys.UvA.NL
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sublattices is isotropic and~2! if both sublattices have plana
~easy-plane! anisotropies, with no anisotropy in the plan
Clearly, case~1! is irrelevant to anisotropic antiferromagne
and case~2! implies that easy-plane antiferromagnets sho
the simple magnetization curves known from the ferrimag
case. SinceM12M250 for antiferromagnets, the first one o
the three straight sections described above is absent;
bending of the two sublattice magnetizations towards e
other begins atBcr150, the linear increase of the magnetiz
tion with a slopen12

21 stretching toM5M11M2 , which is
reached atBcr25n12(M11M2). This being a very straight-
forward application of the results known for ferrimagne
we shall concentrate on antiferromagnets with easy-axis
isotropy in what follows, which will be shown to have som
interesting features.

The simplest anisotropic two-sublattice magnets, wh
they are free to be oriented by the field, can be described
the free energy

E5K1
~1! sin2 q11K1

~2! sin2 q21n12M1M2 cosa2BM,
~1!

where the first two terms stand for the anisotropy ener
with qi the angle between the magnetization vectorM i and
thec axis,a is the angle between the magnetization vecto
andM is the magnitude of the total magnetization vect
M5M11M2, which is supposed to point into the directio
of the applied fieldB throughout the magnetization proces
It has been shown1 that the bending of the two magnetizatio
vectors towards each other always takes place within a pl
containing thec axis and therefore two angular variable
suffice to characterize any state occurring in the process
turns out that the symmetry properties of an antiferromagn
M15M25M0 andK1

(1)5K1
(2)5K1 , can be best exploited if

the free energy is written in terms ofq5~q11q2!/2, the
angle between the total magnetization vector and thec axis,
anda5q22q1, the angle between the sublattice magnetiz
tions:

E~q,a!52K1S sin2 q cos2
a

2
1cos2 q sin2

a

2 D
1n12M0

2 cosa22BM0 cos
a

2
. ~2!
/79(8)/4626/3/$10.00 © 1996 American Institute of Physics
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To find the minima of the function~2!, we first differentiate
with respect toq to find

]E

]q
52K1 sin 2q cosa;

]2E

]q2 54K1 cos 2q cosa.

~3!

The condition]E/]q50 is satisfied ata5p/2, but this is not
a minimum since in this case]2E/]q2 ~as well as all further
derivatives! vanishes. The other condition for a vanishin
first derivative is sin 2q50. There are two cases of interes
q50 andq5p/2, where the necessary condition of a min
mum, ]2E/]q2.0, will be satisfied fora,p/2 anda.p/2,
respectively. These findings accord with the intuitive noti
of uniaxial antiferromagnets: at low fields, where the ma
netization vectors are still close to the antiparallel configu
tion, the B'c~q5p/2! configuration is favorable, wherea
close to the forced ferromagnetic alignmentBic~q50! gives
the lowest anisotropy energy.

Though it is clear that the two conditions found abo
correspond to two distinct regions, it is instructive to deri
the free energy as a function of the magnetic field for bo
From Eq.~2! we find forq5p/2,

ES p

2
,a D52K1 cos

2
a

2
1n12M0

2 cosa22BM0 cos
a

2
~4!

and forq50,

E~0,a!52K1 sin
2

a

2
1n12M0

2 cosa22BM0 cos
a

2
.

~5!

The conditions for energy minima,dE/da50, give in
both cases an explicit expression for cosa/2~sina/2Þ0!
which, substituted back into Eqs.~4! and~5! give the desired
functions of the applied field: forq5p/2,

FIG. 1. ~a! Field dependence of the free energy for a free-single-cry
antiferromagnet with easy-axis anisotropy.~b! Field dependence of magne
tization.T50 K, Bsat~0!.Bx .
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 79, No. 8, 15 April 1996
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,BD52n12M0

22
B2

2~n121K1 /M0
2!

~6!

and forq50,

E~0,B!52K12n12M0
22

B2

2~n122K1 /M0
2!
. ~7!

Through the relationM5]E/]B both of these equations im
ply linearly increasing magnetizations, but this of cour
cannot prevail beyond saturation where, witha50, Eqs.~4!
and ~5! give

EsatS p

2
,BD52K11n12M0

222BM0 , ~8!

Esat~0,B!5n12M0
222BM0 . ~9!

Equating the respective energies given by Eqs.~6!, ~7! and
by Eqs.~8! and ~9! gives the field values where saturatio
sets in. In both cases we find only one such value,

BsatS q5
p

2 D 52M0S n121 K1

M0
2D , ~10!

Bsat~q50!52M0S n122 K1

M0
2D ~11!

indicating that the straight lines given by Eqs.~8! and~9! are
tangent to the parabolae~6! and ~7!, as illustrated by Fig.
1~a!.

Having constructed the free-energy curves, it is no
easy to identify the lowest-energy track, which will be fo
lowed in the magnetization process. Clearly, up toB5Bx ,
where the two parabolae cross,q5p/2 and beyond this field
q50. Setting the energies given by Eqs.~6! and ~7! equal,
we find

Bx
252M0

2Fn122 2S K1

M0
2D 2G ; ~3K1<M0

2n12!. ~12!

The condition satisfied by this equation will be discuss
below. The slopes of the two curves being different atBx ,
there must be a discontinuity in the magnetization,

stal
-

FIG. 2. ~a! Field dependence of the free energy for a free-single-crys
antiferromagnet with easy-axis anisotropy.~b! Field dependence of magne
tization.T50 K, Bsat~0!,Bx .
4627Zhao et al.
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DM52&M0A~K1 /M0
2!2/@n12

2 2~K1 /M0
2!2#. ~13!

Figure 1~b! shows the magnetization curve derived from
the solid free-energy curve in Fig. 1~a!. The magnetization
will jump directly to its saturation value wheneve
Bsat~q50!,Bx . Using Eqs.~11! and ~12!, we find that this
will be the case when 3K1.n12M0

2. Under this condition,
Eq. ~12! has to be replaced by the expression found af
equating the energies given by Eqs.~6! and ~9!

Bx52M0~n121K1M0
2!~12AK1 /@n12M0

21K1# !,

3K1>n12M0
2. ~14!

Figure 2 shows the free-energy and magnetization curves
such a case.

The linear behavior of the magnetization seen in Figs.
and 2 is a consequence of the simple form of the anisotro
energy assumed in Eq.~1!. However, the occurrence of a
jump in the magnetization is a general feature of easy-a
antiferromagnets, as can be seen from the following arg
ment.

Replacing the lowest-order expressionK1 sin
2 q by a

more general formEan~q! of the sublattice anisotropy energy
will not prevent the crossing of theE(p/2,B) andE(0,B)
curves. SinceEan~0!,Ean~p/2! must hold to ensure easy-
axis anisotropy, it follows that E(p/2,0)2E(q,0)
52@Ean~0!2Ean~p/2!#,0, whereas at saturation~in the

FIG. 3. Field dependence of the free energy and magnetization for a fix
single-crystal antiferromagnet with easy-axis anisotropy.~a! The applied
field is along the hard-magnetization direction.~b! The applied field is along
the easy-magnetization irection.
4628 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 79, No. 8, 15 April 1996
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forced ferromagnetic state! Esat~p/2,B!2Esat~0,B!
52@Ean~p/2!2Ean~0!#.0. The form of the functionEan~q! is
thus seen to influence the shape of the curved parts of
free-energy functions, but the order of the energy values
zero field and high fields~B.Bsat! will remain inverted,
making an intercept with different slopes and hence a jum
in the magnetization inevitable.

The discontinuity in the magnetization is reminiscent o
first-order phase transitions, but it should be born in min
that this transition is related to the additional degrees of fre
dom introduced by the free rotation of the crystals. Indee
switching from theq5p/2 curve to theq50 one in Figs. 1
and 2 signifies a rotation of the sample by 90°. The disco
tinuous changes~spin-flop transitions! known to occur in ori-
ented antiferromagnets are of a different nature. Prelimina
experimental results have been reported in Ref. 3.

The free-energy functions~6!–~9! are relevant to the
magnetization process in samples fixed atB'c andBic ori-
entations. IfB'c, the bending process traces theE(p/2,B)
curve toBsat~q5p/2! and theEsat~p/2,B! line thereafter. The
magnetization increases continuously up to saturation@Fig.
3~a!#. If Bic, bending does not begin atB50, because in
weak fields the Zeeman energy cannot overcome the anis
ropy. The sublattice magnetizations remain in thec direction,
fully compensated~M50!, until the point is reached~atBf!,
where theE(0,B) curve falls belowE~p/2,0! @Fig. 3~b!#. The
transition taking place at this point is not necessarily to
state witha,p/2, which is one of the features distinguishing
it from what takes place in freely rotating samples. Anothe
related feature is the distinct value ofBf , which follows
from the conditionE(p/2,0)5E(0,Bf): Bf

254K1(n122K1/
M0

2), provided 2K1<n12M0
2. The limitation of K1 to low

values comes from the requirement thatBf be less thanBsat
~q50!. If that is not the case, the spin-flop will be total
leading to saturation, andBf is to be determined from the
condition E(p/2,0)5Esat~0,Bf!, which gives Bf5n12M0 ,
provided 2K1>n12M0

2. Comparing these results with Eqs
~12! and~14! it clear thatBx andBf mark the occurrence of
transitions of different nature.
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